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 Bringing together data and models from diverse research fields (both life and social sciences), 

we will suggest that a convincing hypothesis for the observed stature sexual dimorphism (SSD) in 

modern Homo sapiens is currently missing in scientific arenas due to the absence of a truly 

interdisciplinary research. SSD in Homo sapiens is still said to be a “puzzle” in evolutionary biology. 

Selected characters of sexual size dimorphism have recognized costs of survival in many species. 

Surprisingly, no model asks about the survival costs that sexual dimorphism could produce in our own 

species. 

 Human females are amongst the most vulnerable birth-givers in the animal kingdom, mostly 

due to the difficulty for the foetus’ head to pass through the pelvic canal. In paleoanthropology, SSD is 

classically said to have decreased in the genus Homo. This “reduction” is now interpreted by an 

increase of female size rather than a decrease of male size (via relaxation of male-male competition), 

primarily driven by selection for a wider pelvic outlet. The bigger the size of a female biped, the wider 

the pelvic canal: this model is confirmed primarily by obstetrics. The model of “SSD reduction” may 

be challenged on an evolutionary basis, 1/ because chimpanzees’ dimorphism is as slight as it is in 

humans, and 2/ because strong dimorphism in hominid ancestry has not been actually evidenced. 

Considering the fact that selective pressures for a tall female stature appeared quite obviously in an 

already not very dimorphic species, and considering birthing selective pressures alone, women ought 

to be as tall, or taller, than men. This is not the reality observed. What type of selective pressures were 

then at stake to make women smaller than men?  

 Gendered nutritional inequalities (limited access to high quality food for women) are well 

documented in history, ethnology and behavioural ecology for populations all over the world. Gender 

hierarchy (the idea that men are superior to women) is acknowledged in all existing societies by 

cultural anthropology. From a gender studies perspective, all practical inequalities –including dietary 

ones– are expected to result automatically from such a hierarchical device. Our inquiry discusses that a 

realistic hypothesis for SSD in our species would be the one implied by unequal protein intake 

between men and women over the long term. We will also briefly discuss the poor reproductive 

success of small men and tall women in European societies, considered recently by evolutionary 

psychologists as an alternative hypothesis for SSD. From a gender studies perspective, the idea that 

men have to be taller than their wives should also be theorized as an effect of the gender device. 

 The outcome of this research is “to see culture in biology”. It is to examine the possibility 

that some of the sex characteristics we usually consider in Europe as totally due to “nature” could have 

been selected by some social order instead. This analysis brings thus to the fore a hypothesis which 

places at the heart of expertise the social sciences in general and the gender studies in particular.   

 


